A Tip Of i/m’s Hat

You don’t have to spend over 15 minutes in the blogosphere to realize the most
intelligent magic commentary and advice is by Andy over at The Jerx. (That last
sentence was very hard to write by an old timer like me. He will always be The
Magic Circle Jerk to me. His exploits are legendary and his Most Boring Post On
The Magic Cafe, a stroke of genius even he will never exceed. There are still
battle scars to this day.)
Andy is much more mainstream now and much tamer. That’s a shame, but it does
give us a terrific source of great magic thinking. His writings concentrate on the
needs of hobbyist and casual performers. I believe he’s the first to do so. He
manages to write at a high level without being a total dick. A rarity in magic.
His latest post as I write this begins:
I want to go back to my concept of a 100 Trick Repertoire, which is something I
wrote about in The Amateur at the Kitchen Table. It’s a simple idea. You don’t
need that book to understand it. It’s just the idea that the old adage that you
should know six tricks that you do very well, is horseshit when it comes to the
amateur/social performer. (And probably hasn’t even made sense for the
professional performer since, like, the vaudeville days—but magicians are slow
to evolve.)
Anyone who still attends the local magic club, undoubtedly has run into some old
douchenagle saying I made my living for 40 years performing the same 8 tricks at
birthday parties. Hot Damn! So we now understand why 2 generations hate
magic. I never understood why being lazy and disinterested in your craft was a
badge of honor.
Anyway, read this post and most everything he puts out. Support him if possible.

He’s a magic treasure and there are damn few of them

